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wall modules manufactured by BOGOAKDESIGNSTUDIO
are available in two-layer and three-layer designs:

two-layer module: 
 
top layer: 3,6mm lamella of natural bog oak
 
base layer: 15мм high-quality birch plywood
 
features: the presence of deformation cuts, which exclude warping of
the panel

three-layer module: 
 
top layer: 3,6мм lamella of natural bog oak
 
base layer: 15мм high-quality birch plywood
 
lower layer; 3,6ММ lamella of oak
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The sizes of our modules start from 450mm x 450mm
- the maximum size is 1425mm x 1425mm

For wall modules used the highest quality lamella 
of relic bog oak
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module
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wall modules are designed for finishing walls and
ceiling, in the NEXT series of samples presented bog
oak light colors-at the request of the customer
 
-wall module with a soft textured surface
 

-wall module with rough surface texture, as well as the presence of
longitudinal cuts to separate the texture and color of the lamella
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wE ARE ALwAYS OPEN TO MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL COOPERATION, AND READY TO
IMPLEMENT INTERESTING ORDERS, AND THE DIFFICULTY OF ORDER IS DIRECTLY
PROPORTIONAL, desire to make it
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-wall module with a smooth OUTER surface, as well as the
presence of longitudinal cuts to separate the texture and
color of the lamella

-wall module 3D with ROUGH TEXTURING of the surface

-wall module wITH a SMOOTH OUTER surface
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wall 
tile

wall tile made from natural bog oak are supplied
in the form of segments , and the final panel is
typed-at the request of the customer

-wall tile 3D - characterized by the use of polished pieces of
different thickness, different colors and textures of natural bog
oak
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The main consideration in the production of wall tile is
on the disclosure of the unique natural features,
properties and potential of natural bog oak
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-flat wall tile-characterized by the use of polished pieces of
the same thickness with the presence of "living edge" and the
opening of natural cracks

Production tile from bog oak - a unique process that
requires the ability to reveal the natural beauty of
a truly rare and unique natural resource
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 -"Combi" wall tile-characterized by the use of prepared pieces of

the top(living) layer, as well as polished pieces of natural bog oak
with different thickness, giving a non-uniform appearance of the
finished panel
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-"Live" wall tile - characterized by the use of prepared pieces of
the top(living) layer of natural bog oak with different geometric
shapes, giving volume and heterogeneity of the finished panel

Now there is an active work on creation and design of
the latest types of wall finishes from the most
valuable timber in the world - bog oak, with use of
modern technological and technical opportunities
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Floor
covering

Curvilinear two-layer
parquet Board
-Introducing the world's first
curvilinear engineering Board
manufactured in an industrial
environment, this breakthrough
has significantly increased the
use of natural bog oak

-Engineering bog oak Board is
more stable compared to solid
wood, and factory production
provides high quality, speed of
delivery and affordable price
of the final product

-Also, our specialists can
produce a straight parquet
Board, which is a lamella of
natural bog oak with a
thickness  >4mm, glued to the
bearing layer of high-quality
multi-layer birch plywood
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Parquet and two-layer
parquet Board
 Piece parquet from the rarest material in the world - bog oak

is Classics, worthy of the best interiors 
 
 
wiith the help of piece parquet can lay almost any pattern, and
the wealth of color and texture range of natural bog oak
will help emphasize the sophistication of the interior solution  
 
 
 

Also, our specialists can make a massive parquet board from a
natural bog OAK: THICKNESS 21MM, wIDTH fROM 100MM TO 210MM AND
LENGTH FROM 800MM TO 2600MM
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